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People, not structures, determine a city’s success

Transportation shapes cities through people’s behaviour

Death of cities due to new technologies? Not likely
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Round Table on China Green Urbanization and Environmental Improvement

Population growth 1990-2010, from Baum-Snow et al., 2017    



But first: China vs Netherlands

2Qizhi et al., 2016 Teulings et al., 2018

Beijing : 21.5 mln people, 1300 /km2 Amsterdam : 0.8 mln people, 5000 /km2
Randstad : 8.2 mln people, 1000 /km2

Urban population 60%
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Urbanization: people cluster in attractive locations
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Clustering has pros and cons

Advantages of clustering: agglomeration Disadvantages of clustering: congestion

Learning
Environmental damage

Traffic congestion

Open space deficit Sharing

Matching
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Transportation shapes cities through people’s behaviour
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20th century – highways

–> suburbanisation
(Baum-Snow, Garcia-Lopez)
Without highways there would be
5% more population in central cities
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People and firms relocate when accessibility changes

People compare home locations on:

Attractiveness
Wage Travel.time.costs

Land.priceAmenities

Dudley

Harry

Hermione

 Travel time and costs adjust

 Firms adjust work locations

 People adjust home locations

 Land prices adjust

Teulings et al., 2018



Case: effect of tunnels under North sea canal

Province Noord-Holland: 
15% of population, 

economic centres Amsterdam and Schiphol
cut in 2 parts by North Sea canal

What are the effects of building tunnels?

7Part 3. Data analytics-1



Relocation: centre gets jobs, hinterland gets population

Harry: 
lived in the North, worked in the 
North,
changes job to Amsterdam

Hermione: 
lived in Amsterdam, worked in 
Amsterdam,
changes house to the North

% change in jobs % change in population & land prices
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These mechanisms work for China too

Baum-Snow et al., 2017, 2019

Effects of highways for cities

Effects of highways for prefectures

Central cities loose population to suburbs

4% population with each radial highway
20% population with each ring road

Regional primate prefectures win

population, economic output,
manufacturing and services

At the cost of hinterland prefectures

population &  manufacturing
agriculture
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Will new technologies lead to death of cities?

Automated private car  suburbanization Automated rapid transit  urbanization
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Large cities become even larger, small cities loose population

Part 3. Death of cities? 11

Gelauff et al., 2019

Randstad is a conurbation in the central-western Netherlands



Death of cities is unlikely. Because people want to live in cities.

12Part 3. Death of cities?

2) New technology attracts people to large cities

1) New transport technology requires new policy approaches

Big data and behavioural research can help

- Restrict growth making cities for the rich only?

Policy challenges

3) Transport connection to metropoles can change 
the function of smaller cities

- Make them attractive living places
- At the cost of losing economic activity

- Let cities grow at the cost of livability?          OR
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